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Chairman’s Message
Fragile wool prices at less than $10/kg, or half the value of 2018, along with the heavy loss of breeding ewes to the East and an
ongoing, statewide shortage of farm water, have become the latest threats to rebuilding WA’s sheep and lamb industry. Fortunately,
buoyant lamb and mutton prices continue to underwrite the genetic and nutritional revolution that is helping producers not only to
breed more lambs from every ewe, but to keep as many of those new lambs as possible through to market. We may also be thankful
that breeder attention to higher fertility and productivity of both wool and meat, has extended to the Merino sheep industry with the
result that Merino followers now have access to proven performance traits that were simply not available 15 years ago.
Lamb and mutton can certainly no longer be tagged as they once were as by-products of the wool industry.
But for an increasing number of commercial producers who are marking and rearing two lambs from every ewe each year, the profit/
loss equations are again changing rapidly as this edition of LAMBLINE attests.
WAMMCO’s Producer of the Month for June 2020, Roger Bilney, Kojonup spoke for many of us when he identified the need to keep
more lambs alive as a major challenge for the industry. Roger has switched his annual production of Merino wether lambs, previously
sold into the live shipping export markets, to now selling directly to WAMMCO for processing and export. Roger has worked closely
with WAMMCO’s Livestock Manager, Peter Krupa to adapt his Merino lamb flock to WAMMCO’s meat lamb criteria to achieve this
major marketing change. Like many of us, Roger sees the need to save more of the higher number of lambs now being born in
commercial flocks, as a major target for producers. This would mean targeting weaning percentages of between 130-150% instead of
the current industry average of 90% as a key factor in rebuilding WA’s sheep flock.

WAMMCO’s Producers of the Month for August, Brian and Elle Bowey at Kulin are also winning the high fertility stakes, whilst another
Kulin family, Brendon, Gabrielle and Nick Savage continue to advance on a range of key fronts including not only genetic and
nutritional gains but also exciting environmental policies. My own business, Evergreen
Grazing Company introduced confinement feeding over its entire flock in 2020 and
achieved an extra 2,500 lambs marked from the same number of ewes as last year.
Making much more of your lamb enterprise is not hard to do, but there are clear rules to
be observed, and advice is readily available.
I am pleased to report that WAMMCO continues to enjoy a mixed, but generally buoyant
outlook for the 2020 Spring Flush period, largely due to the ongoing growth and success of
the North American market.

China continues to be our biggest customer, but with demand still centered on lower value
lamb and mutton product. Whereas COVID-19 has gutted the global food service/
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restaurant business, retail sales of lamb have surged 30% as people
cook and buy more prepared food to eat at home. We continue to
explore new market options for our lamb and mutton product,
whilst keeping a nervous eye on exchange rates as the US dollar
creeps higher, towards 75 cents.

Bush Fire Brigade and the Kojonup Volunteer Bushfire Brigade.
On behalf of the Directors, I would like to extend an invitation to
all members to attend the WAMMCO AGM to be held in
conjunction with the presentation of Producer of the Year Awards,
at the Katanning Saleyards Complex on Wednesday, October 28.

The early spring rains that followed welcome general rains in July/
I am pleased to announce that Manjimup producer Brad Ipsen has
August have alleviated some of the dry dam problems in the Great
been re-appointed unopposed for his second four year term as a
Southern, but lighter annual falls generally continue to be a problem
WAMMCO Director. We also welcome a new director, Perth
throughout WA.
Marketing and Advertising specialist Mark Lucas who replaces
Another problem confronting meat processors, as well as the rural
special interest Director Greg Kirk.
industry in general, is the loss of access to labour in the wake of
Regards,
COVID-19. WAMMCO continues to question the lack of political will
at both State and Federal level, to address the growing problem of a Craig Heggaton
rural labour shortage. Apart from losing several workers who were
unable to return after leaving WA for the July shutdown, we have
been able to maintain most of our existing workforce. But the meat
industry continues to be highly labour-intensive and sourcing the
extra help we constantly require is now virtually impossible. COVID19 regulations have shut down the ability of all rural processors and
producers to access foreign labour, be it via work visas, backpackers
or any other sources. Across-industry unity and demonstrations are
amongst the options that may be needed to address the problem.

CEO Comment
The opportunity and challenge for more West Australian producers
to support WAMMCO in promoting and supplying prime lamb and
mutton to global markets, has come even more sharply into focus
with the global COVID-19 pandemic.

Whilst trade tensions between China and Australia have highlighted
WAMMCO has recently shown its appreciation to the local volunteer
Chinese threats to Australian agriculture, there has in fact been
fire brigades that assisted with a major fire at the Katanning plant
minimal disruption to trade in sheep meats - with China remaining
early in 2020. Donations of $2,000 each were made to the Katanning
Australia’s biggest customer by volume especially in the secondary
lower value cuts of lamb and mutton.
But in terms of sales value, North America is the market delivering
the strongest revenues for our top end cuts. The ‘pulsing’ green
light for Australian suppliers of high-end prime lamb is that retail
sales of our high-end lamb cuts have surged 30% despite the virtual
collapse of the global restaurant industry. Our strong retail and
value-added strategy via our marketing and processing investment
in North America is bearing fruit while many other world markets
are treading water.

Craig Heggaton (centre) at work with local shearer Michael Fleay and
shedhand Annabelle Broun, shearing some of the sale rams for the
Breedersbest on-property ram sale at Kojonup (last month).

Whereas WA producers can expect price resistance from many of
the world lamb markets in these tough times of COVID-19, the retail
sector in North America is looking more dependable over the next
12 months. Annual total sales of Australian and New Zealand lamb
to North America through our investment in the Lamb Cooperative
NA will continue to drive towards $US1 billion/year over the next 3
years.
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Initiatives offered by WAMMCO to promote lamb production in WA
have included:
•Grass-fed, antibiotic free product
•Contracts for out of season lamb supply
•Access to processing data to assist breeding/management decisions
•Premium Weight and Grade returns
•Consistently rewarding loyalty through strong pool bonuses
•Constant investment in processing technology and international
markets
WA is also fortunate to have examples, via a growing list of producer
members who continue to push their lamb production systems to
new heights and to set new standards of industry excellence.

Plant update

A great deal of expertise has also been gained in feed-lotting lambs
for delivery to WAMMCO. This helps us supply our key international
customers for 52 weeks of the year. Having producers supply high
quality lambs year-round is vital as we strive to take WAMMCO to
new heights.

New mutton processing technology and system upgrades, a strong
flow of lamb and mutton from members triggered by water and feed
shortages, a boosted Katanning workforce and sustained global
demand for WAMMCO product set the Co-operative for a record
start to 2020.

WAMMCO’s new DEXA processing data unit has arrived on site in
Katanning but we are currently wrestling with border restraints to get
eastern states DEXA technicians to program it correctly. This
equipment will be as important to WAMMCO in assessing our
products, as it will be to producers using the data for breeding
purposes.

Over most of the past 20 years WAMMCO has funded major annual
upgrades to its Katanning processing plant to ensure the Cooperative stays at the sharpest end of cutting-edge technology.
Apart from the arrival of the new DEXA recording system and deferral
of its installation due to COVID-19 border bans, the plant’s 2020
maintenance program has addressed upgrades to basic systems to
guarantee and improve their function and reliability.

Apart from our challenges of managing the current COVID-19 market
situation, we still believe the lamb and mutton business is in for a
relatively stable year with reasonably attractive returns. Higher
performing breeding genetics and the prospect of lower grain prices
leading to lower feed costs, add weight to the prospects for those
thinking of becoming lamb producers – or increasing their current
operations.
I urge any intending lamb and mutton producers - along with those
already supporting the industry - to attend WAMMCO’s Annual
General Meeting and presentation of Producer of the Year at the
Katanning Saleyards on Wednesday, October 28. We will cover the
latest international lamb market drivers in depth and you will hear
the full extent of our expectations for the present season.
Regards,

Coll MacRury

Maintenance work has ranged from a new roof for the lairage, to the
installation of fire detection probes in the Variable Retention Tunnel,
to air compressor updates, renewal of hot water lines in the
rendering plant, extensive repainting and new soot blowers on the
boilers.
The shutdown also afforded WAMMCO an opportunity to assess and
address areas of potential COVID-19 risk. Katanning workers were
invited back in June to join “Operation Detect,” a State COVID testing
initiative. 18,500 people took part. There were no positive results.
COVID-19 border regulations continue to impact heavily on the
Katanning work force, mainly because they are playing havoc with
worker travel, and WAMMCO’s ongoing need to recruit overseas
workers. Employment problems for meat and other regional, rural
industries are at crisis point where the labour supply has disappeared
and no one in State or Federal government seems prepared to
address the problem. The Katanning region has a reported
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unemployment rate of 16.5% – yet there is rarely a local response to because we will be one of very few show events to open this year,”
our regular appeals for more workers.
show secretary Jill Kowald said this week. “COVID-19 regulations
have shut down most of the rural shows in WA as well as the Perth
The July upgrades have given areas of the plant an as new
Royal, along with most of the machinery field days and other events.
appearance following its annual operational closure. The re-opening
We have therefore become the display and entertainment centre in
also coincided with the annual review and re-tendering of supply
WA for machinery, rural products, livestock exhibitors from other
contracts for everything from electricity, boiler fuel and gas to
areas, and people who normally offer rides and attractions at Perth
packaging and everyday consumables. Reviews of all operating
and other WA centres.”
licenses have also kept management busy, with the result that
WAMMCO remains fully compliant. Existing provisions of our
WAMMCO Plant Manager, Tony Bessell said it was appropriate for
enterprise agreement saw employee wages increase by 2.5% in
Katanning’s largest employer to support the local show wherever
August.
possible. “We are delighted that Katanning is able to capitalize on
an opportunity in the wake of the pandemic. That is a welcome
Looking ahead, the Co-operative has lodged an application for
change to overcoming the many challenges presented to
$200,000 of State funding towards the cost of a new reverse osmosis
WAMMCO since COVID-19 regulations were imposed in March, this
water recycling unit to provide up to 70,000kl of water for use in
year,” he said. “WAMMCO joins the Katanning Agricultural society
cooling towers and other non-food activities.
in welcoming local and visiting patrons to the show and urges
Late rains saw better than anticipated livestock numbers post
WAMMCO producer members, staff and affiliates to ‘join the
shutdown with quality new season lamb consignments from Kulin
throng.”
growers—KS & N Argent (227 lambs), SR & JE Noble (415 lambs) and
G & GL Varone (546 lambs). Lambs processed in July were an
average of 880 grams heavier than last year, with deliveries
including a considerable number of mixed quality heavier ram lambs.
Mutton accounted for 25% of the plant’s July kill. The new mutton
room continues to exceed expectation and we are waiting to see
how the new supply season
affects our ability to achieve
maximum throughput.
As already reported, the new
DEXA technology is now on site,
but with installation delays, is not
expected to come into operation
until early in the new year.
Katanning’s 129th annual show is
expected to break all records for
attendance, displays, sideshow
alley, exhibits and entertainment
when it opens on Saturday
October 26. Entry to the show
will be free for the second
consecutive year, thanks to a
major sponsorship deal with
WAMMCO. “We are expecting
an attendance of 10,000 or more
– up from around 7,000 –
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Ram Schedule

New NVD

WAMMCO introduced a new ram lamb schedule for crossbred and
Merino ram lambs on 9th September 2020. Its important that
members and agents understand why this has been brought in.

WAMMCO members are to be advised that an updated Livestock
Protection Assurance National Vendor Declaration version for all
species of livestock is now available for use as of 1st July 2020.

All animals have energy (glycogen) in their muscles. Once an animal
is processed muscle glycogen is converted to lactic acid which causes
the pH to fall. Insufficient glycogen (and therefore insufficient lactic
acid) results in muscle pH remaining high resulting in a higher
incidence of dark cutting meat. Dark cutting meat is associated with
reduced tenderness, coarser texture, stronger flavour and
consumers are more likely not to buy this product at the retail level
due to overall appearance. At higher pH levels, bacteria are more
prolific and therefore the meat has a shorter shelf life. In house
testing at Katanning, was showing ram lamb pH levels were
generally above pH 6 and therefore couldn’t be utilised in long
voyage, premium chilled lamb markets, such as North America.

The NVD communicates the food safety of every animal every time it
moves along the value chain—between properties, to saleyards or to
processors. The NVD also acts as a movement documentation
throughout the value chain.

Many of these carcases were also providing a number of processing
issues due to excessive weight hence the reason to introduce new
weight ranges into the schedule. It is important to note that
crossbred ram lamb carcases weighing up to 28kg are currently
priced in line with our old season crossbred schedule.
WAMMCO will continue to honour top price for members delivering
18.1-28kg crossbred cryptorchid lambs until further testing is
conducted at Katanning. We need to ensure that these lambs can
be utilised in our top tier chilled lamb programs.

Livestock Delivery Times
As the warmer weather approaches, we encourage all members to
consider the benefits of transporting their livestock in the cooler
periods of the day. All livestock once received have access to water,
so northern and eastern growers should consider transporting over
night thus allowing sufficient recovery time before processing.

The current NVD version (identified by version number S0413) will
continue to be accepted until 31st December 2020. After that only
the new version (number 0720) will be accepted.
Members are reminded that under the MLA Accelerated Adoption
Initiative, there will be no cost for NVD books until 30/6/2021.
For members wishing to move away from the paper trail, WAMMCO
also accepts the eNVD.

Meat Market
Solid sales volumes are being maintained in most markets.
However, the continuing impact of the COVID-19 is proving very
disruptive to trade, creating uncertainty and volatility in global
markets. Sales into the food service and restaurant trade are very
slow as restrictions on eating-out and tourism remain in place. As a
consequence there is increasing pressure on retail markets to absorb
additional volumes. At the same time the A$ has appreciated
against all major currencies and supply and production has increased
as we move towards the spring supply period. The combination of
these factors is leading to lower selling prices and hence lower
revenues for lamb and mutton.
In spite of this unstable environment strong sales volumes are
underway in core markets. Increased sales have been shipped to
North American retail customers in the USA and Canada. It is

Lairage Reminders
WAMMCO livestock receival times are

Requirements

Presentation of livestock

Mon—Thurs

5:30am—3pm

•

Stock must have correct coloured ear tag

•

Don’t crutch over the top of the tail

Fri, Sun & public holidays

6:30am—noon

•

Use pink tags for all transactional stock

•

Crutch faecal and urine stains

If you are experiencing any problems with
deliveries please contact James Ferguson on
0418758219.

•

Accurately complete NVDs

•

Don’t send wet fly blown stock

•

Adhere to ESIs for any animal treatments

•

All stock must be “fit to load”
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forecast that retail lamb sales could lift by as much as 30% in
response to lower prices and a more competitive offering to the
consumer.
Middle East markets are variable. Excellent sales and prices have
been maintained in some markets assisted by WAMMCO’s strong
market share. However, demand from the UAE and Jordan have
been sporadic with sales and prices trending lower as COVID-19
impacts on sales.

UltraWhites Deliver at Kulin
Kulin farmers Brian and Elle Bowey have followed through on a very
close runner’s up ribbon for WAMMCO Producer of the Month in
September last year, to take the August 2020 title with a perfect
score.

“UltraWhite founder Dawson Bradford told us to expect a range of
high-performance features from our sheep after we adopted his
Modest sales are continuing into Europe with chilled legs proving the
genetics in 2012, Brian said. “Winning lamb competitions may not
best returns from this market. Negotiations are underway for
have been on that list but achieving outstanding carcase scores
Christmas sales in France, Belgium and the UK. Frozen sales are less
even in tougher conditions has certainly maximized our lamb
positive with high inventories in store in UK cold stores impacting on
business and changed our breeding and management systems for
demand for imports from Australia. A shortening of supply from NZ
the better,” Brian said.
in the coming months is predicted to assist in improving demand for
A line of 134 crossbred sucker lambs from the Bowey family property
imported Australian lamb.
Cedar Park, were processed at WAMMCO Katanning on August 27 to
South East Asian markets are not exhibiting the same consistent
average 22.35kg and return $160.91 (incl skins). Every lamb in the
demand as in previous years. Sales of lamb shoulders to Malaysia
consignment achieved WAMMCO’s ‘sweet spot’ criteria.
have been positive, though WAMMCO’s regular sales to Indonesia
have been stifled as the number of COVID-19 cases continue to rise. “We dropped our minimum liveweight limits closer to 40kg per head
in July to ensure we did not miss the market, and were surprised
China continues to provide superior returns on lamb offcuts, though
when dressing yields still came in at more than 50% – with no lamb
at much lower price levels than this time last year as a result of
carcases lighter than 18 kg,” Brian said. “As feared, WAMMCO’s
COVID-19 impacted demand. China is dominating the world mutton
August prices were down a bit, but the high dressing performance of
market with high volume sales of mutton 6-ways offering the best
the consignment made up some of the ground.”
returns. Strong forward sales have been secured, though again
Brian and his brother John took the decision in 2012 to switch their
prices are lower than this time last year.
farming partnership from a cropping/sheep enterprise relying on
grain with wool and live shippers to producing high performance
prime lamb.

Skins

Similar to the wool industry, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a
massive impact on the skin market. The new season lamb skin
market is very fragile to non-existent, with all skins being valued on a
wool recovery basis with no tanneries having orders for finished
crust.
Short woolled sheep skins are hard to sell with many of these skins
not covering their processing costs. Many east coast processors have
introduced a $2/skin dumping fee for skins shorter than half and
inch. Skins longer than half an inch are again being bought on a wool
recovery basis with the Chinese then destroying the pelts.
It is predicted that skin values will remain flat until the world
economies recover.
Brian Bowey with his UltraWhite lambs
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They split the partnership two years ago, both retaining their
UltraWhite breeders. “We are now reaping the benefits of
selecting rams with the best Australian Sheep Breeding Values that
A LambLine visit to Kulin producers Brendon and Gabrielle Savage in
are now delivering superior performance.”
October 2016 found them focused on breeding high fertility, high
Brian said he had built up the “Hillcroft Farms-based flock” on Cedar yielding sheep and lambs to boost productivity and profit using
Park to their planned 1900 ewes over the past two years and was
minimum-cost pasture/feeding systems.
not intending any further expansion at this stage. The lamb
The Savage family have been using Multi-Meat rams, a composite of
enterprise accounts for about 1,000ha of the 3,200ha on Cedar Park
the Border Leicester, White Suffolk and Poll Dorset breeds, to which
with the balance under grain. Highlighting the performance of the
the geneticists added the high fertility Booroola gene. The Multilambs under difficult conditions, Brian and Elle, like most producers,
Meats have been crossed with SAMM and more recently Dohne
have suffered from an acute shortage of rainfall run-off again this
ewes, to produce maternal composite ewes to which a terminal
season, rendering extensive dam upgrades of little or no value.
(White Suffolk) is used to produce their prime lambs.
The family has succeeded in producing three lambs per ewe every
About 1,800 high-fertility ewes, including selected eight-month-old
two years and that provides an extra lamb for sale – making up for
lambs are joined to achieve a lamb marking percentage of up to
the fact that there is no wool for sale because the UltraWhites shed
165%. A high-performance self-replacing flock of 1,200 Merinos is
their coats.
also part of the sheep/lamb mix, achieving 125% for 2020.
This year, they are also benefitting from the latest genetic bonus –
A series of confinement pens is used to lock up groups of 200-300
removing the need to tail the UltraWhite lambs, along with the need
ewes and feed them a diet of barley straw treated with a nutrition
for mulesing.
package and given adlib mineral lick containing protein and
An accelerated breeding system of mating ewes (including lambs) in nutrition. The ewes are moved back onto fresh stubbles at the
six mobs while they are on a rising plane of nutrition, means unlike a beginning of the third trimester of pregnancy, in readiness for
conventional lambing system, the Bowey’s reap the rewards of the
lambing.
UltraWhites lambing for a second time whilst traditional systems
Lamb marking data collected in July 2020 showed 2446 crossbred
would only be on their first lamb. The system has allowed the
lambs from 1,493 high-fertility ewes. “We recently marked the
Bowey’s to achieve 70-80% lambings from their hogget ewes.
green tag, Dohne/Multimeat Maternal ewe lambs that were crossed
Mating times are set to suit the season conditions resulting in the
to White Suffolk rams.
UltraWhites increasingly more reliable performance based on an
annual lambing percentage of between 140-160% over the past six
years.

Tolga’s Ewe Lambs

“The system always provides us with lambs for sale and a year-round
cashflow based on lamb yields that are similar to our income from
grain in terms of value – with the difference that they are
considerably more reliable,” Brian said. “As Dawson Bradford
predicted, our UltraWhites have been on a continuing plane of
improvement, accelerating considerably over the past two years.”
The Bowey family took up farmland near Kulin in the early 1900’s.
Brian and his brother John and their families are still assisted by their
parents. Brian and Elle have three children Tom (4), Will (3) and
Claire (5 months).

Nick, Gabrielle and Brendon Savage at “Tolga”, Kulin
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They began lambing at 14 months of age and marked 248 lambs from year to take advantage of extra Nitrogen along with the bonus of
170 ewe lambs - with the loss of just one ewe. These ewes will lamb extra moisture retention and associated nutritional advantages,”
again in June, 2021.”
Brendon said.
Brendon has been involved in a Murdoch University research project
looking into triplet management over the past three years. He is
seeing the results of running composite triplets in mobs of less than
100, along with similar results from Merino twins in small groups.

In recent years, pastures have been top-dressed with SSP and SOP,
then followed up in the winter with an ASP practice of using a giant
mister to fertilise pastures with Selenium, Cobalt, Copper,
Molybdenum, Kelp, Magnesium and Calcium. This practice is to
improve nutrition to the ewe and lamb as well as producing
maximum organic Nitrogen.
Brendon and Gabrielle’s son Nick joined them on the family property
at Kulin two years ago upon leaving Cunderdin Agricultural College.
He has built a local clientele contract marking lambs with a trailer he
designed and built himself.

Tolga lambs

He said the aim on Tolga was to be running the least number of
sheep on pastures and stubbles in the summer and autumn, hence
managing the Autumn feed gap to make room for up to 8,000 head
peaking in the spring.
Brendon’s conviction is not just to prove the value of improved new
systems, but to ensure farmers generally can take advantage of
them. His policies are based on environmental and sustainable
principals with a focus on recycling nutrients, reduced chemical use
and improving soil water holding capacity. An early association with
WA animal nutritionist Dr John Milton was followed by his
membership and advocacy of Australian Soil Planners (ASP), a
national farming innovation group offering producer members a
results-based advisory service. The prescription stock licks provided
by ASP are an example of the considerable value to producers of ASP
membership.

Nick Savage with his lamb marking trailer

Nick shares his fathers’ view that the potential for prime lamb
production in WA offers the key alternative to cropping because of
With 50% of their arable pastures being returned to sheep, several
solid advances in genetics and nutrition, underwritten by ongoing
paddocks on Tolga have required repasturing. This work has featured
strength in global lamb and mutton markets. They also share the
a combination of Tillage Radish and sub-clover and the synergies they
concern that lower wool prices, poor weather patterns and the loss
enjoy, along with the advantages of good feed, water penetration
of WA breeding capacity will force a further exodus of sheep industry
and nutrient recycling as the clover consolidates.
expertise when the need to increase the supply, particularly of prime
“Clover planted last year under this program has performed well in
lamb, is already critical.
2020 despite the difficult season. We expect the cropping phase next
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“As for the wool market at present, it will take a long time with
In fact, the Ipsen family were amongst the pioneers of sheep
these sliding rates, for wool to generate as much value as the extra production in WA’s high rainfall, South West soon after they took up
lambs our ewes are now producing each year,” Brendon said.
and cleared the Jarrah/Karri country around Perup, just east of
Manjimup in 1906. By 1910, they were running Corriedale sheep at
Mounting concerns amongst global consumers about carbon
Perup, having determined them as a suitable breed for wetter areas.
footprint from industry and agriculture and the associated
“We are less than 150km from Kojonup and Great Southern ‘sheep
contributions to greenhouse gas emissions, have led the Savage
country’ yet the positives and negatives we face in breeding sheep
family to the proactive use of pastures and nutrition for maximum
down here can often be the opposite to those faced by producers on
production of organic Nitrogen to enhance soil fertility so as to
larger holdings further east,” Brad said. Sheep were still very much a
minimize any future carbon taxes that may be imposed on farm
major contributor to the Ipsen enterprise when the family purchased
production. An example of this is cereals grown on good pasture
the idyllic “Twin Lakes” property 30km East of Manjimup from a
rotations on Tolga in the last few seasons have been grown on as
Texas entrepreneur in 1977.
little as 11 units of applied Nitrogen.
But it has been their readiness to grasp the genetic and nutritional
technology flowing into the sheep production industry – particularly
over the past decade – that has kept Twin Lakes amongst WA’s top
commercial lamb producers. Brad has worked with Kojonup stud
breeder Roger House of “Dorrington” Kelso stud over the past few
years to develop the Kelso as his maternal breeding base, whilst
running comparisons with Prolific, UltraWhite and other high
WAMMCO’s ‘high rainfall’ Director, Brad Ipsen of Twin Lakes,
fertility, high performance genetics.
Manjimup believes the COVID-19 pandemic is going to be good in
the long run for farmers – because it has sparked an unprecedented The Kelso breed was developed in New Zealand and has proved a
good choice for Manjimup. Crossbreeding with Prolific rams from
global revival in home cooking. “I know we have lost a big slice of
Craig Heggaton at Kojonup, (with their East Friesian influence) has
the world’s restaurant trade, but I believe the impact of a rise of
more than 30% in global retail meat sales – as people rediscover the served to bring back a blowout in wool micron from 28 micron and
to fine tune the Kelso cross with the advantage of a slightly smaller
benefits of cooking their own meals – will be felt for a long time.”
lamb at birth but an impressive growth rate. If the lack of shearers
Brad said the unexpected lift in retail demand for food was affecting
becomes acute, or there are further falls in the price of wool, or
not only WAMMCO, particularly through its Australian Lamb Cooperative marketing interests in North America, but also with
unprecedented demand for vegetables such as broccoli - of which he
is one of Australia’s leading suppliers.

Lambs, Lemons, and Broccoli
on the “Twin Lakes” Menu

Brad Ipsen was first appointed to the WAMMCO board four years
ago to replace Co-operative ‘specialist’ Rod Madden. He has just
been re-elected un-opposed for a further four-year term in the runup to WAMMCO’s AGM at Katanning on Wednesday, October 28.
His practical contributions to the WAMMCO board have been honed
not only as one of Australia’s largest broccoli growers, and a new
investor in summer season, seedless lemon and citrus production,
but also as a leading commercial lamb producer.
Brad has the distinction of being one of the few prime lamb
producers with his lambs on a broccoli diet. Post-harvest broccoli
stubbles are more than 30% protein and 150ha of stubbles goes a
long way.

Brad Ipsen, Twin Lakes, Manjimup
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other factors come into play against wool, UltraWhites from Dawson chance to experience special rural industries. The recent lamb
Bradford at Popanyinning will offer a change in direction with the
marking was carried out by Brad, student son Chris, farmhands and
bare bellied, self-shedding breed.
cousins Tony Ipsen and Ashley Towie and a team of backpackers
from Taiwan.”
“We can tend to overlook the massive investment and professional
contribution of our stud breeders,” Brad said. “They are very much
part of this lamb success story.”
Kelso sheep were developed to cope with the wet, cold conditions of
New Zealand, whilst achieving good growth rates. Those features
match Brad’s annual program to drop his lambs in June and to sell
them at 21.5–22kg by Christmas. Pastures and stubbles generally
provide a big percentage of the feed supply, with very little grain
used.
Use of high fertility genetics has assisted Brad to reduce his stocking
rates by producing more lambs from a smaller ewe flock. He is also
successfully mating ewe lambs from eight months of age with many
twin lambs in the equation. During lamb marking on Twin Lakes at
the beginning of October, 4,621 lambs were tailed from 3,573 ewes,
The lamb marking team at Twin Lakes, Manjimup
a success rate of 130% across the board. Total ewe numbers are
down from around 10,000 at a peak several years ago to closer to
Brad said news of the new lamb production story was filtering
5,000 today but with a steadily increasing number of lambs per ewe. through the South West, with stock firm reps reporting new prime
lamb flocks from Denmark to Busselton. “This is a very encouraging
“Our sales of around $5.5 million a year consist of about $4 million
sign for the industry as I think more and more producers will opt for
from broccoli, $1 million from lamb, and the balance from citrus.
30ha of lemons and 20ha of limes planted several years ago are just the lamb alternative because of their unique water and production
capacity and the secure global lamb and mutton processing and
coming on stream with the lemon component consisting of the
Eureka seedless variety that ripens in the summer, to coincide with a marketing opportunities WAMMCO offers.
peak in Australian imports.

“With about 600 employees, WAMMCO is run by one of Australia’s
most experienced and best qualified staff teams. For producers, the
“We can employ people to grow and harvest broccoli and fruit but
newly arrived DEXA measurement equipment will be a bonus when
running a prime lamb operation requires a much closer personal
involvement.” The Ipsen family have no trouble finding suitable part it comes into operation during 2021, because it will shine new light
on our achievements and goals for lamb production.”
time labour for their lamb operation, because of a long history of
looking after back packers and casual workers as part of their
Twin Lakes is managed by Brad and Sarah Ipsen with their family Joe,
vegetable and fruit business.
Nick, Evie and Chris with ongoing help from Brad’s parents Eric and
Louise.
“From a young age, I was always on good terms with our workers,
and we are still well regarded for the accommodation and transport,
good wages and conditions we provide.,” Brad said. “Many of our
workers have enjoyed a rare insight into our unique area and the
Perth office

T: 92620999

F: 93550961

Katanning office

T: 98219000

F 98212731

WAMMCO livestock contacts or
contact your local agent

Peter Krupa
0427810613

Wayne Radford
0429944733

Disclaimer

E: info@wammco.com.au

www.wammco.com.au

Rob Davidson
0429380195

Alison Addis (bookings)
98219027 / 1800199197

WAMMCO International makes no representation as to the accuracy of any information or advice contained in the
LambLine newsletter and excludes all liabilities as a result by any person acting on such information or advice.

www.wammco.com.au

